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About This Game

Lanternium is an adventure puzzle game in which the main character - Raccoon find himself in a magical world. Soon he
realized that this world is full of dangers and it's d 5d3b920ae0
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This is very sweet and cute puzzle game. It gave me nostalgia about the childhood times when I loved to play similar puzzle
adventures on my first PC. Everything made with love in the game.. Raccoon's slip and fall animation is hilarious !. So haven't
played such interesting puzzle for a long time. Addictive and some levels made me think hard. That's it if you are looking for an
indie to spend a good time with. 10 cookies out of 10.. This is very sweet and cute puzzle game. It gave me nostalgia about the
childhood times when I loved to play similar puzzle adventures on my first PC. Everything made with love in the game.. So
haven't played such interesting puzzle for a long time. Addictive and some levels made me think hard. That's it if you are
looking for an indie to spend a good time with. 10 cookies out of 10.. Raccoon's slip and fall animation is hilarious !

Update 1.2 : 1) Fixed video playback on some PCs; 2) Redesigned interface for screen resolution 5/4; 3) Minor fixes..
"Lanternium" demo version is avalaible : Hi all! Demo version of our game Lanternium is avalaible in Steam now.. Lanternium
is released! : After 2 years of development, our game Lanternium is released! Thanks to everyone who helped and supported
us!. Update 1.1 : 1) Fixed a rare bug with layering of interfaces; 2) The item "Controls" is added to the settings.. "Druid" demo
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version is avalaible : Hi all! Demo version of our game Druid is avalaible in Steam now.. Lanternium Release Trailer : Were
happy to announce the release trailer of our game Lanternium! The release date is April 22.. Update 1.3 : 1) Added post-
processing disable to settings; 2) Fixed a bug with teleports in the 4th world; 3) Fixed Angler's spittle at level 2-20; 4) Fixed a
bug with obtaining the achievement "Bookworm"; 5) Optimize the game.
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